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Slide # Intention Approach 
Suggested Time 

Minutes Total 

1.  Introducing Module 6 Reconnect with Module 5 2  

2.  Overview of module - share objectives Do NOT read, highlight keywords 2  

3.  Use as ice-breaker Engage participants – let them share how they feel and why 5  

4.  Connecting to learnings in previous modules Facilitate discussions – note connections 5  

5.  Section indicator - Introducing new section Flash and move on <1  

6.  Putting curriculum management practices in 
place 

Facilitate discussions; let participants interpret the graph on their own 
5  

7.  Following instructional leadership journey in 
schools 

Facilitate discussions; let participants interpret the graph on their own 
5  

8.  Following instructional leadership journey in 
schools (cont.) 

Facilitate discussions; let participants interpret the graph on their own 
5  

9.  Following instructional leadership journey in 
schools (cont.) 

Facilitate discussions; let participants interpret the graph on their own 
5 35m 

10.  Section indicator - Introducing new section Flash and move on <1  

11.  Conducting school-self assessment Participants from the same school sit together and discuss each item 20  

12.  Scoring school-self assessment Each school should now score themselves, noting improvement 10 1h10m 

13.  Section indicator - Introducing new section Flash and move on <1  

14.  Supporting the Instructional Core Facilitate discussions 10  
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15.  Highlighting the importance of professional 
of Professional Learning Communities 

Check their experiences; how do they cope – let them share first, then 
wind up by showing the slide 

15  

16.  Reinforcing the importance of 
developmental and supportive supervision 

Go throw the slide – allow for short discussions 
5  

17.  To highlight the difference between assumed 
and purposeful compliance 

Facilitate a short discussion on compliance; ask questions; share the 
difference between assumed and purposeful compliance 

10  

18.  Understanding the professional and learning 
dimension of supervision 

Go through the slide, allowing for short discussions 
10  

19.  Understanding the personal dimension of 
supervision 

Go through the slide, allowing for short discussions 
10  

Slide # Intention Approach Suggested Time 

20.  Summarising supervision Go through the slide 5 2h05m 

21.  Section indicator - Introducing new section Flash and move on <1  

22.  Sharing tips for receiving feedback  Go through the slide, participants may ask questions; allow for short 
discussion 

10  

23.  Using proactive language in feedback Go through the slide, participants may ask questions; allow for short 
discussion 

10 2h30 

24.  Section indicator - Introducing new section Flash and move on <1  

25.  Introducing accountability Facilitate discussions 5  

26.  Introducing internal accountability Go through the slide allowing for short discussions 10  

27.  Introducing internal accountability (cont.) Go through the slide allowing for short discussions 10  

28.  Introducing reciprocal accountability  Go through the slide allowing for short discussions 10  

29.  Introducing reciprocal accountability (cont.) Go through the slide allowing for short discussions 10  

30.  Reciprocal accountability in action Show the slide, allow for discussions 5  

31.  Difference between in authority and an 
authority 

Facilitate discussions – share the slide 
10  

32.  Difference between in authority and an 
authority 

Facilitate discussions – share the slide 
10  

33.  Highlighting tasks to be done at school Show slide and explain clearly 10 4h 

 


